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I. Welcome Letter  

_______________________________________ 
 
Dear Alumni, Donors, and Friends of the Foundation: 

 

The Massachusetts Youth Leadership Foundation (MYL Foundation) completed another 

successful year of programming.  On June 1st - 3rd, Lasell College hosted our annual MassSTAR 

Citizenship Conference.  We had 85 students from across the Commonwealth in attendance. 

For over thirty years, the MYL Foundation has provided opportunities for high school 

sophomores in Massachusetts to develop their leadership and citizenship skills. The Foundation’s 

curriculum and programs offer these young leaders an in-depth perspective around important issues 

facing their communities and tools to understand the power they possess to positively serve them. 

Board members, volunteers, school and community partners, and delegates design and contribute to 

the Foundation’s program development. The curriculum is centered around the Foundation’s annual 

three-day MassSTAR Citizenship Conference, which started in 2003. The content is reviewed annually to 

help high school students gain leadership skills relevant to their communities and schools. The 

conference is held at a college campus in Massachusetts every year. 

As the issues impacting today’s youth have evolved, the Foundation’s practices have also grown 

and expanded. Our volunteers come from a diverse cross-section of industries, which has enabled the 

Foundation to ensure that its curriculum remains up-to-date with current educational trends and meets 

the needs of delegates and alumni. Our volunteers also provide a valuable professional network and 

offer cost-free  mentoring services to our younger members. As we look to the next year, the Board 

stands together in creating another strong year of programming and another MassSTAR Conference to 

reach a new cohort of alumni and affect change in Massachusetts. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joseph Coliflores 

President, Board of Directors 

Massachusetts Youth Leadership Foundation 
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II. Board of Directors 

_______________________________________ 
 

Joseph Coliflores, President  

Joe Coliflores started volunteering with the Massachusetts Youth        

Leadership Foundation in the Fall of 2007, his first year attending Suffolk            

University. He currently serves as the President of the Board. Joe           

attended Xaverian Brothers High School in Westwood, Massachusetts,        

as a member of the class of 2007. There he earned the X-Act award his               

junior and senior years for his work with the weekly service trip to             

locations in and around Boston. 

 

After graduating Xaverian, Joe attended Suffolk University, where he         

volunteered and worked with Suffolk’s Office for Uplifting Lives through Service (S.O.U.L.S) his junior and               

senior years. Through S.O.U.L.S. Joe worked with Project No One Leaves, a Harvard Legal Aid Bureau led                 

project to reach out to tenants living in soon to be foreclosed properties. Joe also worked with high                  

school students while volunteering with S.O.U.L.S in the Connections 2 College program, and attended              

an alternative spring break trip to Meridian, Mississippi to work with Habitat for Humanity. 

 

Joseph graduated from Suffolk University in 2011 and Northeastern University School of Law in 2014. He                

is currently admitted to Massachusetts Bar. 

 

Jennifer A. Coliflores, Vice President  

Jennifer A. Coliflores is the Vice-President for the Board of Directors for the             

Massachusetts Youth Leadership (MYL) Foundation. 

 

Jennifer first became involved with MYL when she represented Ursuline          

Academy at the MYL sponsored conference in 2000. Since attending the           

conference, Jennifer has served in many volunteer capacities for the MYL           

Foundation, including former MassSTAR Conference Chair, Operations       

Team Member, and Director of Communications. She is dedicated to          

helping the MYL Foundation empower youth through citizenship. 

 

Jennifer attended Colby College in Waterville, Maine (B.A. 2006) and Roger Williams University School of               

Law in Bristol, Rhode Island (J.D. 2011). She is currently employed as a staff attorney for the Public                  

Defender Division of the Committee for Public Counsel Services.  
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Tram-Anh Nguyen, Secretary 

Tram-Anh Nguyen has volunteered with the Massachusetts Youth        

Leadership Conference since June 2016, serving as a Senior Facilitator at           

the 2016 and 2017 MassSTAR conferences. She is excited to join the MYL             

Board of Directors as Secretary.  

 

Tram-Anh attended Salve Regina University in Newport, RI and graduated          

with a BA in Administration of Justice in 2013 and an MS in Administration              

of Justice and Homeland Security in 2014. During her summer breaks, she            

was a Residential Administrator at Project Contemporary Competitiveness, a six-week residential           

overnight advanced studies program for incoming high school freshmen and sophomores at Stonehill             

College (formerly at Bridgewater State University). It was at PCC, working with 1,700 students over the                

course of six years, where she discovered her passion for working with high school students and entered                 

the field of education post-graduation. From August 2014 to June 2016, Tram-Anh served with City Year                

Boston, a national AmeriCorps nonprofit that provides students with differentiated classroom support            

and school-wide initiatives to help them stay on the right track to graduate high school on time.  

 

Currently, Tram-Anh is a College Access Counselor at Bottom Line, a national non-profit organization              

that helps first-generation, low-income students get into college, graduate, and go far in life. She               

provides one-on-one mentoring to 64 students throughout the college application and financial aid             

processes across the public school districts of Boston, Malden, and Melrose. As a first-generation college               

student herself, Tram-Anh saw the value and need to support students in navigating their ways through                

the often complicated and challenging processes to access a college education.  

 

Tram-Anh also serves on the Board of Directors as Secretary of the PCC Alumni Organization. 

 

Bryan DiMare, Treasurer 

Bryan is a Senior Consultant at Cutter Associates, LLC and has been with the              

firm since October 2014. Prior to joining Cutter, he was an Associate and             

Analyst on the Global Relationship Management Team at Brown Brothers          

Harriman & Co., where he worked for seven years.  

 

In 2006, just after graduating from the College of the Holy Cross, Bryan             

moved to San Jose, California where he served as a member of the Jesuit              

Volunteer Corps, teaching middle school students at the Nativity Schools of           

San Jose.  

 

While at Holy Cross Bryan served as Class Treasurer, organized various service projects and retreats; and                

worked as an Orientation Leader for incoming freshmen. He was also a member of the Holy Cross                 

Summer Internship Program where he spent a summer working at the United States Embassy in Dhaka,                

Bangladesh. Since graduating, Bryan has served as a member of the Holy Cross Alumni Association’s               

(HCAA) Board of Directors and is the Immediate Past President of the HCAA.  
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Brittany Stefano, Comptroller 
Brittany Stefano represented Westfield High School at the 2010         

MassSTAR conference. After an incredible experience, she was lucky         

enough to volunteer at the 2011 conference as a member of junior            

operations and has remained involved with the MYL Foundation. Over the           

years, Brittany has served as a Director of Junior Operations and Director            

of Recruitment on the MassSTAR Conference Planning Committee, a         

Senior Facilitator for the 3 day conference, and is now serving as the             

Assistant Controller on the Board of Directors. Brittany also had the           

amazing opportunity to run the Boston Marathon for the MYL Foundation           

in 2018. Over the years, she has continued to stay involved with the MYL              

Foundation because she loves to see how the organization and the conference has an impact on the                 

delegates and alumni year after year. She strongly believes that the young leaders of today will be the                  

change we all hope to see tomorrow. 

 

Brittany graduated from Boston College in 2016 with a BS in Management, majoring in accounting and                

minoring in philosophy. While in school, she was an active participant and mentor for the Boston                

chapter of Strong Women, Strong Girls and a trip leader for BC’s Appalachian Service Program. She now                 

works as a Senior Audit Associate at KPMG in Boston, serving life science and pharmaceutical clients in                 

the Cambridge area. She is a member of the Boston Leadership Council for KPMG’s Network of Women                 

and is constantly looking for new ways to lift up the next generation of female leaders. 

 

Alex Gomez, Director of Communications 

Alex Gomez represented Archbishop Williams High School as well as          

Weymouth High School at the 2010 MassSTAR conference, and returned to           

the organization as a facilitator in 2011. After finding his home in the             

foundation, Alex became a part of the Conference Planning Committee for           

4 years as Director of Programming. In 2016, Alex transitioned into the            

Board of Directors as Director of Alumni Relations. He currently serves as            

the Director of Communications for the Foundation and is excited to be a             

part of such a great organization.  

 

Alex graduated from Roger Williams University in 2016, where he served as head of campus               

programming, student orientation advisor and held several other leadership roles, especially in            

diversity-rooted organizations, on campus. He is currently completing his Master’s in Library and             

Information Sciences from University of Washington, where he is concentrated on improving the             

technology instruction and access to public users in low-income communities.  

 

When he isn't volunteering with MYL, Alex spends his time working for Amazon as a Data Associate for                  

the Applied Modeling and Data Science team, helping to make Alexa smarter and better. He also works                 

for the Town of Hingham at the Public Library, where he provides technology support and education as                 

well as graphic design for the library and its community. Alex is an avid fan of reading, coffee, and travel;                    
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so in the very little free time he has left you'll likely find him in pursuit of the best cup of coffee in New                        

England with some hardcover in his hands. 

 

Christopher Ackerman, Director of Alumni Relations 

Christopher is currently a senior at Boston College pursuing degrees in           

Biology and Economics. He became involved with the Massachusetts Youth          

Leadership Foundation while he was a student at Matignon High School           

through the Alumni Association. At the 2012 conference, Christopher was a           

member of the operations staff. 

 

2017 marks Christopher's third year on the Conference Planning         

Committee. In addition to volunteering for the MYL Foundation,         

Christopher used to both volunteer and work for the Museum of Science and Boys and Girls Clubs of                  

Boston. 

  

Miriam Crichlow, Director of Technology  

Miriam Crichlow represented Ursuline Academy at the 2010 MYL         

Foundation 3 Day conference. After an amazing experience as a member           

of the Loonies and Toonies group , she’s returned to volunteer with the             

MYL Foundation ever since. Miriam has served as a Junior Facilitator, on            

Junior Operations, three years as a Director of Staff on the Conference            

Planning Committee and now serving as Director of Technology on the           

Board of Directors. She loves coming back to the conference year after            

year because the progress delegates make over such a short time is always             

awe-inspiring. She’s also always excited to hear from her fellow alumni how they are spreading ripples in                 

their communities outside of the conference. 

 

This past Miriam graduated from Case Western Reserve University with a B.S.E in Computer Engineering.               

She now works for AECOM as a Systems Administrator on a government contract with Homeland               

Security. She’s a strong believer in doing everything you can to “stay woke” and get involved in your                  

community. In her free time, Miriam can be found binge watching something on Netflix, cooking a meal                 

even Gordon Ramsay would enjoy or exploring beautiful San Francisco. 

 

Patrick Bell, Director of Online Content 

Patrick Bell was introduced to the organization when he represented St.           

Bernard’s CCHS at the 2016 MassSTAR Conference. He loved his experience so            

much that he returned in 2017 where he served as a Junior Facilitator. At the               

2018 conference, he served as a Director of Recruitment for the Conference            

Planning Committee. This is Patrick’s first year as Director of Online Content for             

the Board of Directors and he is looking forward to this new opportunity. 

Patrick is currently a freshman at the University of Massachusetts Amherst           

where he studies Business Management in the Isenberg School and is a            
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member of the Commonwealth Honors College. Outside of school, Patrick likes to spend time with               

family and friends, play sports, and listen to music, among other activities. 

Samantha Curtis, Director of Empowered Citizen Grants 

Samantha Curtis represented Boston Latin School at the 2006 MassSTAR          

Citizenship Conference. Throughout high school and college, she was an          

active member of the Alumni Association and served the MYL Foundation in            

various capacities, including Director of In-Kind Donations, conference        

facilitation, and conference operations. She joined the Board of Directions as           

the Alumni Association Liaison in 2008. 

 

Samantha graduated from Boston College's Lynch School of Education with a           

BA in Human Development in 2012. She joined Teach for America in 2012, an              

organization that seeks to eliminate educational inequality in the US.          

Samantha is currently teaching 8th grade special education in Revere. She           

received her M.Ed. from Boston University in Curriculum and Teaching. Samantha is passionate about              

empowering youth and developing their leadership skills, and loves this overlap in her work as a teacher                 

and with the MYL Foundation.   

 

Nicole Kamal, Director of Development 

Nicole joined the MYL Foundation family in 2012 as a delegate from Westfield             

High School. She was driven to create change in her community and had a              

passion to bring out the best in others. She has taken on multiple roles within               

the organization serving multiple years on the MassSTAR Conference Planning          

Committee. She continues to come back each year to see the beautiful minds of              

our future leaders begin to blossom. Nicole will be graduating from the            

University of Massachusetts Amherst with a bachelor's degree in Applied          

Psychology. Currently, she is an AmeriCorp member serving at the Children’s           

Study Home StartHere program for teenage girls as a Life Skills Facilitator. In her              

free time you can find Nicole exploring her creativity and athleticism. 

 

Adrian Petrou, Director of Development 

Adrian Petrou first got involved with MYL as a delegate representing           

Silver Lake Regional High School at the 2011 MassSTAR Conference. She           

has since served as a Junior Facilitator, Senior Facilitator, and Senior           

Operations team member at MassSTAR Conferences.  

Adrian graduated from the University of Rochester in 2017 with a degree            

in Political Science and English: Language, Media, and Communications         

with a minor in French. While at Rochester, Adrian served as Co-President            

of the Campus Activities Board and participated in student government as           

a Senator, advocating for financial aid reform. She recently moved to           

Boston and is currently a Development Associate at Boston Children's          

Hospital Trust. Adrian is passionate about creating positive change in her           
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communities, helping other people see the best in themselves, and making people laugh. She loves to                

talk about politics, TV, and the new items at Trader Joe's. Adrian is excited and grateful to join the MYL                    

Board to be able to give back to an organization that has given so much to her. 

 

Cristian Bedoya, 2018 MassSTAR Conference Director 

Cristian first became part of MassSTAR in 2008 as a delegate           

representing Lowell Catholic High School. Since then, Cristian has         

become heavily involved in his community taking on new leadership          

roles. Over the years, he served on the MassSTAR Operations team, the            

MassSTAR Alumni Association, and the MYL Foundation Junior Board. In          

his senior year in high school, he was elected Student Council Executive            

Board President and acted heavily in Campus Ministry. He graduated          

Summa Cum Laude in 2010 and went on to study at Northwestern            

University just outside of Chicago.  

 

At Northwestern, he served on the executive board for Design For America, a student-run club focused                

on creating engineering projects that help the local community. He also served on the student advisory                

board for the Sheil Catholic Center at Northwestern.  

 

In December 2015, Cristian graduated from Northwestern with a Masters Degree in Computer             

Engineering. He continued to support the MassSTAR conference as Director of Operations and later              

became Conference Director for the 2018 Conference. He currently resides in Los Angeles and works as                

a Software Engineer for Boeing's Defense, Space, and Security Division.  

 

Tsitsi Moyo, 2018 MassSTAR Conference Director 

Tsitsi Moyo joined the MYL Foundation family in 2011 as a delegate representing             

Sharon High School. Inspired to make positive change in her community, and            

truly moved by the support of delegates and conference staff alike, she has             

continued to volunteer at all MassSTAR conferences since. She has taken on roles             

from Junior Director of In-Kind Donations, to Operations and Facilitation staff           

both on the Junior and Senior level. Tsitsi graduated form the University of             

Maryland, College Park in May of 2017 with a degree in Community Health and a               

minor in Public Leadership. Tsitsi has since taken a role as a Development and              

Administrative Associate at the National Tay-Sachs & Allied Diseases Association          

in Boston. With a strong passion for helping others in difficult times, and a love               

for authentic human interaction, this role has been quite rewarding for her thus             

far. In her free time you can find her exploring new parts of Boston with family                

and friends, playing and/or watching sports (go Pats!), or catching up on all the              

best Netflix shows. She is beyond excited by the opportunity to continue her involvement with the                

organization as Co-Conference Director, and hopes to have the chance to work closely with people on all                 

levels of the Massachusetts Youth Leadership Foundation.  
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Riddhi Jain, Member at Large  

Riddhi Jain represented Trinity Catholic High School at the 2009          

MassSTAR Citizenship Conference. She continued her participation       

with the MYL Foundation on the Conference Planning Committee         

as a Junior Operations team member the following year. In 2011,           

she joined the Junior Board of Directors, holding positions as          

Co-Director of In-Kind Donations for the MassSTAR Citizenship        

Conference and Co-Director of the MYL Foundation’s Make A         

Difference Day. Currently, Riddhi is a Member at Large on the           

Senior Board of Directors, collaborating with Development       

Committee members to maintain donor retention and tracking. In         

2015, Riddhi graduated from the University of California, Berkeley, majoring in Social Welfare and              

minoring in Education. Currently, she supports market research efforts for the Marketing Analytics and              

Data Science team at Juniper Networks, Inc in Sunnyvale, CA. 

 

Mary Wall, Member at Large 

As an advisor across early education, K-12 education, and higher education           

policy, Mary C. Wall spent the past five years working in federal education             

policy in the Administration of President Barack Obama. Mary joined the           

Administration in 2009 as an intern for the White House Office of Cabinet             

Affairs, and transitioned from there into full-time work in the Office of            

Postsecondary Education at the U.S. Department of Education. 

 

In her first tenure at the Department, she focused on the Administration’s            

efforts around college access, affordability, and completion, directly        

supporting the assistant secretary for postsecondary education in the         

administration of discretionary grant programs for college access and         

persistence and the Departments regulatory efforts in student financial aid policy. Mary left the              

Department in 2011 to work across education policy areas at the White House Domestic Policy Council. 

 

At the Domestic Policy Council, her work entailed policy research, development, and strategy for all               

parts of the President’s education agenda, including the development and rollout of the Preschool for All                

proposal, and legislative proposals and executive actions as part of the President’s college cost and               

affordability agenda. In late 2013, Mary returned to the Department to serve as a Senior Policy Advisor                 

for higher education, where her efforts have been focused on the Administration’s proposed             

postsecondary institution rating system, developing a $75 million First in the World higher education              

innovation fund, and working closely on the Department’s higher education regulatory and rulemaking             

agenda and administration of Federal Student Aid programs. 

 

Prior to joining the Administration, Mary worked as an AmeriCorps volunteer teaching adults full-time as               

an educator and case manager at a long-term domestic violence shelter in Los Angeles. Mary is from the                  

south shore of Massachusetts and holds her Bachelors of Arts in Political Science and Hispanic Studies                
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from Boston College. She is currently pursuing a doctoral degree in education leadership at the Harvard                

Graduate School of Education. 

 

Stephanie Nguyen, Member at Large 

Stephanie Nguyen represented Norwood Public High School in 2000 and          

became was an active member of the Alumni Association, ops team and a             

facilitator. In 2005, Stephanie joined the Board of Directors as an Alumni            

Advisor and over the past thirteen years has served Massachusetts Youth           

Leadership Foundation in various capacities, including Director of In-Kinds,         

Conference Co-Chair, Director of Finance, Executive Director, Executive        

Director Emerita and more recently Member-At-Large.  

 

Stephanie deeply believes in the power of education as a lever to close the              

opportunity gap. She currently works at WestEd, an education research agency and has previously              

worked for KIPP (Knowledge Is Power Program) charter schools network in ops, financial, strategy and               

grant management roles. Prior to her work in the education sector, she worked in equity research                

(consumer cyclicals and global growth) at MFS Investments and Putnam Investments.  

 

Stephanie studied at Dartmouth College and holds a BA in Management from Emmanuel College in               

Boston, MA. Stephanie has participated in the Developing Leaders Program at Columbia Business School              

and in her spare time, enjoys mentoring, spending time with her husband and newborn son, travel and                 

sampling life's endless food bounty. 
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III. 2018 MassSTAR Citizenship Conference 

_______________________________________ 
 

i. About the MassSTAR Citizenship Conference 
The MassSTAR Citizenship Conference is a unique three-day experience offered to one sophomore from              
every Massachusetts-accredited public, private, charter, and vocational high school. Students are chosen            
by their school administration, based on their demonstrated and potential leadership ability. Since its              
inception in 1974, MYL Foundation’s annual programs have reached more than 5,000 students. The              
MassSTAR Citizenship Conference presents three days of intensive programming and hands-on learning            
to challenge the student delegates, broaden their perspectives, and bring out their inner leadership              
potential. Through a series of panels, group learning activities, and intensive small group discussions, we               
demonstrate to these young people that they can be proactive leaders in their own communities. Our                
students then take these skills back to their neighborhood and school environments. 

ii. 2018 MassSTAR Citizenship Conference 

MassSTAR 2018 Programming Mission Statement 

“A new style of leadership is emerging among our nation’s youth, one that is characterized by 
collaboration, inclusion, cross-sectoral partnership, vision, and a commitment to change 

neighborhoods, communities and, even, nations.” (http://forumfyi.org/files/YouthAction.pdf) 
 

a. What’s so special about the ‘STAR’ part of MassSTAR?  
The STAR in MassSTAR refers to STudents Accepting Responsibility. Our organization follows five pillars,              

or the 5 Points of the Star: Respect, Responsibility, Collaboration, Initiative, and Intentionality.  
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The 5 Points of the STAR: MassSTAR’s Curriculum is based on the 5 Points of the STAR. Everything we                   

do connects to one or all of these points. In no particular order, the 5 Points of the STAR are:  

1 Respect – Respect is something you give; Respect is not “earned” 

2 Responsibility – Response + Ability = those who are able must           

respond!  

3 Collaboration – Finding a Win-Win Situation 

4 Initiative – Taking the first step  

5 Intentionality  – Doing things ON and WITH Purpose  

 
1. Respect  
Respect is one of the cornerstones of the MassSTAR philosophy. We believe that people should not be                 

made to earn respect, instead that respect is one of their inherent rights as a citizen of the world.                   

Respect is also not just a word to be tossed around, it leaves a tangible feeling in the atmosphere of a                     

discussion that can be felt when mutual respect is being shown and            

practiced. There is no one true definition of respect: it manifests itself in             

many subtle ways, several of which are identified and taught to our            

MassSTAR delegates. Some aspects of respect include becoming a skilled          

communicator, being aware that listening is an active task, not a passive            

one, and understanding that both the listener and speaker are working           

together in a partnership to make sure that the message is correctly            

received. Inclusion, both of oneself and of others, is another important           

dimension of respect that is demonstrated and practiced throughout the          

conference. No one's ideas are better or worse than any other person's,            

and all opinions that are based on and made with thought and intentionality are welcomed and                

accepted.  

 

2. Responsibility  
Responsibility, is the need to respond when you have the ability to do so.              

Whether it is the ability to help provide food to the poor, comfort to              

children, or merely a smile to a stranger's face, we are all presented with a               

myriad of opportunities to make a difference in our world and           

communities.  

  

MassSTAR strongly believes in the statement that "citizenship is leadership          

in action." That action takes on many forms in our lives. For MassSTAR, that              

citizenship is often expressed through community service. We have a          

responsibility to ourselves and others to give back to our communities. During the Citizenship              

Conference, MassSTAR delegates participate in a community service project that underlines our duty as              

citizens in supporting our communities. In the past, we have helped to clean up parks, written letters to                  

both servicemen and women as well as children in hospitals, and sewed teddy bears for young victims of                  

house fires.  
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Responsibility is not just large projects that will affect many people. It is also found in the small details of                    

everyday life: keeping an open mind or going out of one's way to include someone that is unlike oneself,                   

respecting everyone, no matter what their background or beliefs may be.  

3. Collaboration  
Collaboration is a word that is often heard in our society today, and yet is very rarely practiced. True                   

collaboration means working together, working for a common goal that is understood by all, working               

through interaction, rather than working for separate individual goals and then compromising once             

everyone has come together as a large group. As one of our alumni stated during a workshop,                 

"Collaboration is better than compromise, because when you compromise everybody loses a little bit,              

even if they also win a little bit too. When you collaborate, then everyone wins without having to lose."  

  

Collaboration, of course, cannot exist without respect or the support          

sense of a team. At MassSTAR we believe that collaboration can only            

begin when everyone internalizes the proverb "No one of us is as smart             

(or strong, or creative) as all of us," the idea that by working as a team                

we are far more powerful than working as individuals, and particularly           

not as powerful as we can be if we are working against each other for               

some personal objective. To help optimize this sense of collaboration,          

MassSTAR delegates are introduced to the basic theories behind         

teambuilding and the evolution of a community spirit, while they put           

those ideas into practice in their own small groups and the larger            

MassSTAR community.  

4. Initiative  
Initiative is an important trait for young people who are looking to            

make a difference in the world. Because of their age, young people are             

often overlooked, and so must use their own resources and confidence           

to put themselves in a position to join or create an organization that             

will be able to impact their communities in the ways that they feel it is               

their responsibility to do.  

  

Initiative takes on many facets. One area that the MassSTAR Citizenship           

Conference highlights is that of self-awareness. Before a citizen can          

begin looking outward, he or she must have knowledge of his or her             

own abilities and resources. Under- and overestimating one's abilities can be harmful to the goals that                

one is working towards. There is also a need to know and recognize the difference between being                 

assertive and being aggressive, and can tell the difference in one's own behavior.  

  

Proactivity is also an important dimension of initiative. The MassSTAR Foundation considers proactivity             

to be an essential frame of mind for today's citizens. Merely reacting to past problems will never lead to                   

true growth. Instead, delegates are encouraged to look ahead, anticipate problems before they come              
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up, and have solutions in hand to avoid those problems. Tightly tied in with the idea of proactivity and                   

initiative is the skill of goal-setting, the theme of one of the MassSTAR Citizenship Conference interactive                

workshops.  

 
5. Intentionality  
Intentionality is an important skill for today's citizens. With so many options open to us at every                 

moment of the day, we need to focus on why we are making choices. Are these choices in line with what                     

we stand for, preparing us for a future that we strive to achieve, or simply made on the spur of the                     

moment, considering only what appears best for us at this minute?  

  

All our actions must be made with intentionality. We cannot just float            

through life hoping that others will put into effect outcomes that we            

would like to see. We are the source of change, we are the ones taking               

the initiative, to make a difference. But no change can come about if             

not implemented with a clear, realistic goal and well-planned         

execution.  

  

Acting with intentionality means setting goals, both for the short and           

the long-term. It means making choices with those goals in mind, so            

that every action becomes one more step towards the future that we            

envision.  

 

b. Community Service Fair 
 
This year, we offered a variety of service projects in an effort to 
provide delegates a sense of how they can impact their world by 
participating in service that plays to their strengths. We offered 
delegates three options, which included Dignity Bags, Greeting 
Cards, and Letters to Policymakers. Delegates were encouraged to 
try each activity, but also to be intentional in what they decide to 
do, thinking about their strengths, and how they can use them to 
serve. 
 

 
DIGNITY BAGS 
Through General Federation of Women’s Club (GFWC), delegates        
filled bags for the homeless and domestic violence victims. Bags          
included travel size shampoos, conditioners, body wash, body cream,         
deodorants, mouthwash, toothpaste, toothbrushes, combs, brushes,      
nail files, socks, and face cloths.  

 
GREETING CARDS 
Also through GFWC, delegates made greeting cards for Wounded         
Warriors and St. Jude Children’s Hospital patients. This activity         
provided delegates with the opportunity to remind this population of          
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their worth. While they don’t physically need these cards, emotional support can be extremely              
important when going through hard times. 
 
LETTERS TO POLICYMAKERS 
Delegates wrote letters to local, state, and U.S. policymakers about “an issue that matters to them.” 
They were encouraged to discuss issues that affect them and other young people as a whole. 
 

c. Delegate Spotlight: Nicole Nightingale  

 

MassSTAR: A Delegate’s Perspective 

Entering the conference, I, along with other peers, 

felt uneasy being away from home and uncertain on 

what to expect out of the weekend. After getting to 

know my MassSTAR facilitators and group members, 

I found a sense of community. By the end of the 

conference, I was partaking in the various songs and 

chants that welcomed us on the first day. Having 

started the conference as complete strangers, in 

three days, I felt closer to my group members than 

students who I see every day in school. The overall 

experience invited us to appreciate our similarities and differences. 

What were the most formative lessons you learned from your  MYL 

conference experience? 

The Ice Cream activity taught me that we don’t always see what is going on in 

other people’s lives, so it’s important to take a step back and understand that 

we all approach life and situations differently. I also learned a lot about the 

importance of communication to work effectively together. We were placed 

into groups with individual responsibilities and tasked to build our own towns. 

In order to achieve our goals, we needed to pause, evaluate the challenge we 

faced, and work together to identify a solution.  

How has MYL influenced the way you engage your community and service            

impact?  

My favorite service activity at the Community Service fair was writing letters to children and veterans 

living in hospitals. I brought this experience back to my high school. Now, our school’s Art Club writes 

letters during various holidays throughout the year. It has allowed my peers to learn more about others 

in our community and participate in an activity that brings positivity into somebody else’s life.  
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What is one piece of advice you want to impart on future MassSTAR delegates? 

Don’t be afraid to be yourself. You were chosen for a reason. Come in with an open mind because you 

might learn something about yourself as you engage with others. Everyone is warm and welcoming. I 

felt valued for being who I am. 

Special Thanks to the Conference Planning Committee! 

The Conference Planning Committee works tirelessly every year        

to bring the Conference to life! We couldn’t do any of it without             

our amazing team of volunteers. Your enthusiasm and        

dedication to the Conference is essential to making it a success.           

We had a record number of applications for this year’s staff,           

which required us to make some challenging decisions when         

selecting our volunteers. Wear your role with pride - you’re the           

best of the best and we can’t wait for you to join us for another               

year on campus!  

  

Serving on our volunteer staff is a huge responsibility. Throughout the Conference, volunteers serve as               

the face of our organization. As they interact with delegates and their families, it is imperative that they                  

abide by the Foundation’s guiding principles around the MassSTAR spirit. 

  

iii. About the Conference Planning Committee  
The MassSTAR Conference Planning Committee (CPC) is comprised of committed, intentional volunteers            
who spend the 12 months prior to the conference, collaborating and delivering on pre-conference              
needs.  

  
Conference Chair  
The team captain for the whole operation. The Conference Chair liaises with the MYL Foundation Board                
of Directors, partners (like our host college and the GFWC of MA), and Conference Planning committee                
personnel to make sure everyone has a productive, fun, supportive, safe, and OUTSTANDING             
conference.  
 
Recruitment 
A conference doesn’t do much good if we don’t have delegates. Recruitment directors manage our               
outreach to schools to nominate as many Sophomores as possible to attend the conference. This team                
then stays on top of our nominations to make sure we convert them into actual attendees.  
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Of the 100+ high schools who nominated a student, 85 delegates represented the 2018 MassSTAR               
cohort. The chart below highlights the diverse population of students that we reached. 
 

 
 
Programming 
What are we doing all weekend? The programming team is responsible for the overall structure of                
events during the conference. Leveraging the MYL Foundation community network, the programming            
chairs line-up our speakers and workshop facilitators to make sure we have the most productive               
allocation of time and activities over the conference weekend.  
 
Operations 
How are we doing it? The grand masters of “getting things done,” the operations team engages in vital                  
pre-conference preparations, and mans the command center (“Ops Suite”) during the actual conference.             
Whether we’re trying to move 150+ people from one building to another, trying to track down boxes of                  
snacks, printing updated name badges, or taking care of something else no one could have anticipated,                
odds are our operations team is getting it done!  
 
Staffing 
Who is the “we” that’s doing it? MassSTAR wouldn’t quite look the same if we just left ~100 high school                    
Sophomores to their own devices for a weekend. The staffing team screens volunteers to serve in junior                 
and senior staff roles from our pool of applicants, trains the staff, and serves as points of contact for all                    
conference staff leading up to and during the conference.  
 
Fundraising 
What resources do we have to accomplish everything? MassSTAR has an operating budget of $0.00. So                
how do we do it? Thanks to the concerted efforts of our in-kind donations team, the MYL Foundation                  
works through various channels (including our Jr. Staff) to acquire donations of goods, services and               
funds necessary to pull off a superlative conference. If you can donate juice boxes, print documents or                 
pull in a contact from your network with a vital resource, we’d love to connect you to our in-kind                   
donations team!  
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a. 2018 MassSTAR Citizenship Conference Planning Committee  
 

Conference Directors Cristian Bedoya 

Tsitsi Moyo 

 

Directors of Programming Dawson Atkin 

Brian Dudley 

Lily Tang 

 

Directors of Recruitment Patrick Bell

Lauren Kaye 

Keanna Lamont 

 

Directors of Staff Christopher Benevides 

Nicole Kamal 

Renee Sample 

 

Director of Operations Christopher Ackerman  

Cameron Brousseau 

Sean Flaherty 

 

Director of Fundraising Olivia Sewell 

 

Director of Communications Hind Aljarrah 

 
b. 2018 MassSTAR Citizenship Conference Volunteers 
 

 

Senior Facilitators Elizabeth Cameron  

Jon Clark 

Kathleen Dougherty 

Alison Epstein 

Sasha Gonye 

Esha Jain 

Jeffrey Keys 

Summer Moukalled 

Adrian Petrou 

 

Junior Facilitators Noelle Bass 

Caitlyn Caggiano 
Colleen Connell 

Jessica Costas 
Mindy Duggan 
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Raina Ittner 
Hannah Jury 

Anna Pless 

Andre Ragel  

 

Senior Operations Marisa DePolo 

Casey Kimball 
Michael Elliot Klein 
Philjay Solar 
Irene Wong 
 

Junior Operations Izabella Bankowski 

Justin Normandeau 
Abigail O’Sullivan 
Grace Soultanian 
 

Staff Nurse Bertha Coliflores 

Jessica Coliflores 
Philippine Nurses Association of New     
England 
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iv. Parents’ Program 
At the end of the 3-day conference, we incorporate a Parents’ Program for delegates to share their                 

experiences and immersion with parents and guardians. During this event, we award one MYL              

Foundation alum the Marta DiBenedetto award, a $500/year scholarship towards a recipient’s college             

tuition. This year’s recipient was Olivia Sewell, a graduate of Ashland High School. 

 

a. About the Marta DiBenedetto Award 

Marta DiBenedetto was a dedicated member of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs. For 21 years,                

she was a member of the GFWC Randolph Junior Woman’s Club until her untimely death in 2007. She                  

served in many leadership roles in her own club and rose through the state organization to become the                  

Massachusetts Director of Junior Clubs from 1998-2000. Marta continued to expand her leadership             

moving further upward in the organization to become the International Director of Junior Clubs from               

2004 to 2006. She firmly believed in developing leadership skills whether in herself or in others. As a                  

tribute to her dedication to GFWC and leadership development, the GFWC Randolph Junior Woman’s              

Club will be awarding an annual scholarship from the fund established in her name to a deserving                 

MassSTAR female graduate.  

 

b. About the Marta DiBenedetto Award Winner - Olivia Sewell ‘16 

“My greatest strength is my determination. I do not stop until the best             

version of any task is complete. I don’t cut corners and I always work              

my hardest to realize my absolute fullest potential. [...] I aspire to get a              

PhD in biochemistry and work in a lab developing cures to diseases to             

help as many people as I possibly can. I am a dedicated person who              

stands up for what I believe in.”  - Olivia Sewell, Boston College  
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IV. Massachusetts Youth Leadership Foundation 
Alumni Association  

_______________________________________ 
 
i. About the Massachusetts Youth Leadership Foundation Alumni Association  
The Massachusetts Youth Leadership Foundation (MYL Foundation) Alumni Association is composed of            
dedicated alumni and volunteers who have a passion to make a difference across Massachusetts. The               
Foundation provides an opportunity for delegates who attend the annual MassSTAR conference to             
continue their involvement by joining the Foundation’s Alumni Association. The Alumni Association            
strives to keep the Foundation community connected and strengthen its bond through monthly service              
events and meetings. It is open to not only delegates from past conferences, but also friends, family, and                  
others interested in getting involved in their communities. Throughout the year, the Alumni Association              
provides community service events, fundraising for the Massachusetts Youth Leadership Foundation and            
a webinar series.  Each of these events help to engage our younger alumni who have just graduated                 
from the MassSTAR Citizenship Conference or the One-Day Make a Difference Conference and introduce              
them to our vast network of alumni countrywide.   
 

ii. Alumni Spotlight: Brian Dudley 
I have always believed in “leadership” or “citizenship” as a sort of ephemeral             

construct exists outside of skill set building and defies definition. I am a teaching              

artist by trade and working with MYL over the last five years has only confined               

to reinforce that “being a good citizen” cannot exist in a vacuum or be              

accomplished or learned alone. There is something so very special and unique            

about this community that cares so deeply about it it value system and makes              

such great strides towards its goals year after year.  

 

Sometimes it feels like we’re all the little engines that could; “I think I can”-ing               

our way through another year, another conference, another event. And I think            

in many ways that’s what makes us so special. I’ve learned to ask for help, to be humble, but also to brag                      

a little when something goes right. This community is so celebratory of success and I like to think equally                   

celebratory of failure - we know when things don’t go as planned or aren’t up to snuff and yet we keep                     

going! And trying to improve! And working tirelessly towards our mission. (Isn’t that the moral of the                 

little engine that could? Eventually? She does.) 

 

My advice is two fold, I think. The first is the one was we always say when asked “what advice do you                      

have for young alumni” - stay involved! Ask questions! Reach out! Rely on the support of the community                  

that’s built around you! And so on. My second piece of advice, though, is one that I have come back to a                      

lot in my theatre work that was shared with me by a treasured colleague. And it is this: "hold on tightly,                     

let go lightly." I can't take credit for the quote even a little but but the idea is that we stay fully present                       

and hold on to our feelings and experiences and work as tight and as firm as we can for as long as we                       
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can... but know when it's time to let go. Let go of preciousness, let go of an experience, and see what                     

comes next. That's the exciting part!  

 

iii. 2018 One Day Conference 
As a follow-up to the 3-day Citizenship Conference, the MYL Foundation holds an annual one-day               
conference called Make A Difference Day at the end of the year to keep up the Foundation’s spirit in                   
empowering delegates and alumni to continue being leaders in their communities. This year, our              
one-day conference was held at Lasell College. This event provides the opportunity for delegates to               
reconnect with each other and alumni, listen to outstanding speakers on the impact they have made in                 
their communities, and participate in a service project that assists a local non-profit organization.  
 

iv. Empowered Citizen Grants Program 
Community Service has been the key to the Massachusetts Youth Leadership Foundation since our              
founding in 1978.  Each year, hundreds of Massachusetts Youth Leadership Foundation Alumni, friends,             
family, and supporters reach out into their communities and start becoming the difference in their               
communities! How do we do this?  
 
Empowered Citizenship Grants are available to high school and college-aged alumni from any MYL              
Foundation program and are seed funded towards a community project combined with mentoring from              
the Foundation. Students work with our grant coordinator to develop their projects through action plans               
and budgets, and use resources in their community to bring their action plans to life. For example, the                  
grant coordinator helps the recipients brainstorm ways to secure in-kind donations, build awareness of              
the issue in their communities and the larger MYL community, and strategize how to increase volunteers                
involved with the project. Empowered Citizenship Grants encourage alumni to apply problem-solving            
skills to a relevant issue that they are passionate about. These grants enable alumni to use their voices                  
and skills to affect positive change. 
 

v. Mentorship Program  
This year, we launched MYL Foundation’s Mentorship Program, which allows alumni to connect with              
one another in an effort to achieve personal and professional goals. This mentor-mentee relationship              
requires equal effort from both individuals and can continue as long as both parties feel comfortable                
with its productivity. 

A member of the Board will review applications and connect mentors and mentees via email. From there,                 

the mentor and mentee schedule an initial meeting time – in person, over the phone, or on                 

Skype/FaceTime. During this first session, the mentor and mentees will review the following:  

● Goals. What the mentee hopes to achieve as a result of this relationship (i.e. gain               

perspective relative to skills necessary for success in college, explore career opportunities,            

write a college application essay, etc). 

● Steps to Achieve Goals. How the mentor and mentee plan to help the mentee reach               

identified goals (i.e. essay writing, reading articles, attending events or webinars, etc). 

● Frequency of Check-In. How often the mentor and mentee will meet or check-in, as well as                

which person is responsible for setting the meetings.  
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● Ground Rules. Any other rules or guidelines either individual feels will be prudent or              

beneficial to the success of the mentorship.  

The items above and inquiries should be submitted to Sean Flaherty at 

sean.flaherty@massyouthleadership.org or Chris Ackerman at 

christopher.ackerman@massyouthleadership.org.  
 
vi. Alumni Spotlight: Emily-Anne Patt 

 
What were the most formative lessons you learned from your MYL           
conference experience? 
 
It's okay to be a beginner. It means you're curious. It probably took             
another 10 years after my MYL conference to truly operationalize this           
lesson in my life, but I now regularly do things at which I am not very                
good - sometimes with the goal of getting better, but sometimes not.            
Example: I am a solidly mediocre triathlete. I spend a lot of time training              
for something that I am marginally okay at, and I love it. In my high               
school days, though, I never would have put that much effort into            
something without the goal of being the best at it. My MYL conference             
in 2000 planted the seed - and my MYL alumni friends helped nurture it -               
that perfection is not something we need to constantly seek.  

 
My first year on junior staff I had my first real conversation about race. The first time I remember                   
realizing that being "color blind" isn't a virtue. That was a tough lesson to wrap an adolescent brain                  
around, but I am so thankful I started it then. Given the demographics of my hometown and my college,                   
it would have taken me YEARS longer to learn it.  
 
How has the MYL alum network been valuable in your          
personal and career journey? 
 
My MYL alumni connections have been a consistent positive         
force in my life, whether it was weighing pros and cons of            
changing my major in college, visiting my MYL friends at          
Columbia before choosing graduate school, talking me through        
a professional crisis of conscience, or helping me prepare for          
my job interview with Google just last year.  
 
One of my favorite moments was hearing about how a group of            
Boston-based MYL alums had gathered together one evening to         
watch a documentary about a village in Kenya while I was living there volunteering for four months; it                  
meant a lot that the group would invest in learning about the work I was doing.  
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Are there any lessons from MYL that has influenced your educational experiences at Providence or               
Columbia or leadership at Department of State or Google? 
 
I had always wanted to be an engineer. When I began looking at colleges junior year, I naturally looked                   
at engineering programs, but despite the reputational benefits of a top-tier engineering school, I              
decided to attend Providence College in large part because they had a school of public service. My time                  
volunteering with MYL and surrounded by friends who believed in the importance of civic engagement               
encouraged me to explore those interests at school as well, and I wanted a school that could give me                   
both opportunities. I decided to study both physics and public service. (Full disclosure, my              
undergraduate degree ended up being economics and political science.) 

 
How has MYL influenced the way you engage your         
community and service impact?  
 
Since MYL, public and community service has remained my         
cornerstone. After graduate school, I decided I wanted to         
become a public servant, so I joined the Department of State           
in Washington, D.C., working on international economic and        
financial cooperation across the globe. My experience at MYL         
as a delegate and volunteer exposed me to peers with such           
varied backgrounds, which my small suburban down did not         
offer. From that experience, I learned the importance of         
having diverse opinions at the table, and that lesson stuck          
with me through my eight years at the Department of State.  
 

As much as I miss Massachusetts, I call Washington, D.C., home now, and the biggest reason it feels like                   
home is because of my volunteer engagements. When I first moved here after college, I spent two                 
mornings a week hopping on my bicycle at 6:00 a.m. to stop and make breakfast at the homeless shelter                   
before hitting my desk at 8:15. It was there that I met fellow volunteers from all over the city, which                    
served as a reminder that you can make service fit with your work schedule - a lesson I desperately                   
needed at the time when I was learning how to "adult". Since then, I have taken my passion for knitting                    
and taught knitting classes at the women's shelter, become a mentor for middle-school girls for the past                 
five years, and coach little league baseball in underserved communities here in D.C. These experiences               
root me to my new adopted home.  
 
What is one piece of advice you want to impart on MYL alumni or prospective MYL community                 
members? 
 
Make time for the people who positively challenge you, who give you the time and attention you                 
deserve, who laugh as hard as they cry, who grow with you one day at a time or five years at a time -                        
whatever you need.  
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vii. Alumni Network 
The MYL Foundation’s alumni network represents a number of prestigious institutions and diverse             
careers, which include the following: 
 
Albany Medical College 
Boston College 
Case Western Reserve University 
Colby College 
Columbia University 
Dartmouth 
Dartmouth, Geisel School of Medicine 
Emmanuel College 
College of the Holy Cross 
Framingham State University 
Harvard Graduate School of Education 
Lasell College 
Sienna College 
Suffolk University 
New England Law | Boston 
Northeastern University School of Law 

Northeastern University School of Pharmacy 
Northwestern University 
Providence College 
Roger Williams University 
Roger Williams University School of Law 
University of California, Berkeley 
University of Maryland, College Park 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
University of Massachusetts, Lowell 
University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth 
University of New Hampshire 
University of Rochester 
University of Vermont 
Wagner College 
Westfield State University 

 

viii. Future Initiatives & Opportunities  
The MYL Foundation continues to evolve as an organization to engage its community members and               

always welcomes parents, alumni, and delegates to provide feedback. Be on the lookout for initiatives               

and opportunities from the organization. 

 

If you are interested in any of the programs noted above, please reach out to a member of the Board                    

or Chris Ackerman at christopher.ackerman@massyouthleadership.org. 
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V. Sponsors & Donors 

_______________________________________ 

 

i. Fundraising Spotlight: Cameron Brousseau 
The Massachusetts Youth Leadership Foundation’s first      

annual golf tournament was an amazing experience. I        

not only love the Foundation, but also golf! I found a           

way to raise money for the organization and also plan a           

fun day with family and friends. The MYL Foundation         

has brought me amazing things in my life and I wanted           

to find a way to pay them back. The golf tournament at            

Norwood Country Club provided us with a wonderful        

opportunity to network with people and also raise        

money for an amazing cause. The Foundation gives back         

so much to all of the alumni and more. I was motivated            

by all of the great people who volunteer with the          

organization and dedicate their time to empowering others. Everyone who came out to the tournament               

had a great day with lots of laughs and some great prizes. I look forward to working with the                   

organization again to put on a better tournament next year and for many more years to come.  

 

ii. Key Partnerships: GFWC, Lasell, Sodexo 
 

MYL Foundation has partnered 
with GFWC for several years. 
Each year the org provides us 
with financial and service 
project support including the 
volunteer project at each 
MassSTAR conference. 

Sodexo has partnered with 

the foundation every year 

with Lasell College and 

provides healthy food  

options for the Delegates  

for the full three days of  

the conference. 

 

Lasell College has supported us 

for the past ten years in 

providing us a beautiful campus 

and classroom space to host our 

annual MassSTAR conference. 
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VI. Overview of Finance 

_______________________________________ 
 

i. Overview of Finance Team 
In 2018, Bryan DiMare served as the MYL Foundation’s Treasurer. He is a Senior Consultant at Cutter                 

Associates, LLC and has been with the firm since October 2014. Prior to joining Cutter, he was an                  

Associate and Analyst on the Global Relationship Management Team at Brown Brothers Harriman & Co.,               

where he worked for seven years. We also welcomed Brittany Stefano to join Bryan in supporting the                 

Foundation’s finances. She has a background in Accounting and currently works at KPMG. The              

Foundation leverages Santander, Network For Good, PayPal, and Crowdrise for collecting income and             

managing expenses. 

 

ii. Incomes & Expenses  
As the MYL Foundation continues to expand, the organization’s donor base has continued to diversify.               
Roughly 80% of donations the Foundation receives are from individuals, businesses, and grants. While              
our core programs, such as the MassSTAR 3-day conference, are offered at no cost, we ask that students                  
and alumni pitch in a token fee for some of the supplementary programs provided by the Foundation.                 
These fees ensure that these programs keep running and continue spreading the Foundation’s message.              
The administrative expenses are extremely low, which allows the organization to devote an             
overwhelming proportion of our donations to student programs. Our big ticket items include storage,              
insurance, conference t-shirts, and additional programming costs.  
 
The Foundation has also taken a unique approach in its fundraising efforts. In preparation for               
Foundation’s student programs, the organization has a dedicated group of alumni, who devote their              
time to contacting businesses and local communities in order to raise money for the organization. These                
donations not only assist in running the student programs, but also spread the Foundation’s message to                
local communities around Massachusetts. Our In-Kind donations range from gift cards from businesses,             
such as Stop & Shop and Hannaford gift cards, to food items or conference materials, from companies,                 
such as Pop Chips and Pirate Brands. This year, the MYL was able to raise $23,024.95 through grants,                  
fundraising, and in-kind donations. 
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